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The present paper studies the relation between admissibility, reflection and partition proper- 
ties. After introducing basic notions in Section l.  )2, admissible ordinals are characterized using 
reflection properties (Section 2). 2"., part:tion relations are introduced in Section 3. In Sections 
3 and 4 connections are explored between partition properties, admissibility and projecta. 
Several more characterizations of admissibility are given in Section 5 (using v trees) and 
Section 6 (using v compactness), The ideas developed in Section 5 arc used in Section 7 to 
study the partition relation K-~ ~, (~)". 
O. Introduction 
The present paper examines the way in which admissible ordinals mirror 
properties of indescribable and partition cardinals. 
Section 1 is a technical introduction in which we present he ba ic definitions 
and develop the necessary background material. 
Section 2 is motivated by the well-known characterization f admissible ordi- 
nals: An ordinal ~ is _Y~-admissible if/ K is /-/2 reflecting. In Theorem 2.3, we 
obtain a generalization of the above result t X,-admissible ordinals: K is 
~,,-admissible iff K is H.÷,. reflecting on S~ -~ (n ~ 1). This theorem should be 
compared with a theorem of Richter and Azzel [13]: A recursiw' analogue of the 
notion of H~, indescribable cardinal, is the notion of [I,+2 reflecting ordinal 
(n -~ 1). In particular it follows that a -v z admissible ordinal is much stronger than 
a II3 rettecting ordinal, which in tttrn is the recursive analogue of a H~ indescriba- 
ble cardinal. 
In Section 3 we develop the basic properties of v;,-partition relations. In 
particular we characterize those stable ordinals ~c which satisfy the relations 
K - -~- (<K)  3 and K --*~- (3)~:,, (n~ 1). 
In Section 4 we characterize those ordinals satisfying the partition relation 
K (~¢)2:~. In Theorem 4.3 we obtain that: K is X,+l-admissible iff K (~)~<~. 
Theorem 4.3 is rather surprising. Indeed it is easy to show that an ordinal K is a 
regular cardinal iff K satisfies the partition relation K---*(~)2~. A recursive 
analogue of the notion of regular cardinal is the notion of Xt-admissible ordinal. 
• ¢ • 1 However. by Theorem 4.3. ~--*-'t~¢)<, iff ~ is V~-adraissible. tt follows that a 
certain cardinal may have more than one recto'sire analogue. 
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Sections 5 and 6 are motivated by the study of the partition relation K ..~-z (K)=. 
In Section 7 we show that if J~ ~PSA and cf ~ =to, then: K is X,+~-admissible if[ 
K --->~,, (~52. This result is rather suq3rising and indicates that there is a s,,bstantiat 
difference between -V,-partition relations and classical partition relations. The 
infinitary compactness theorem in Section 6 is analogous to a corresponding 
theorem in set theory (see Jech [8, Lemma 32.1]). 
1. Notation and prerequisites 
1.1. Notation 
P(X) is the power set of X. The notation f: c X--> Y indicates that f is a 
function whose domain is a subset of X and whose range is a subset of Y. If 
f : c_X- - ,Y  and Xo, Yo are given sets, then f[Xo]={f(x): xeXoC~dom(fS}, 
f-l[Yo] = {x s dora(f): f(x) e Yo}- 
An ordinal is identified with the set of its predecessors, Lower case Greek 
Letters ~, 13, 3' . . . . .  ~, ~1, 0 . . . . .  ~, A, ix . . . .  will always denote ordinals. An ordinal 
a >0 is additively closed if for all ordinals /3, 3"<~, /3 +3 '<a.  The ath  infinite 
cardinal is denoted by t%. We write to for COo. Ord(resp. Cd) is the class of ordinals 
(resp. cardinals), iXt is the cardinal of the set X. cf(K) is the cofinality of ~, 
Let (X, <)  be a nonempty partially ordered set and Y___ X. We say that Y is 
cofinal in X if Vx~X3y~Y(x<y) .  We say that Y is bounded in X if 
3xeXV ye Y (y<x) .  [X]" ={(x~ . . . . .  x,,}~X": x~<...<x,,}, n~l .  If (X, <5 
is well ordered, then tp((X, <))  is the unique ordinal isomorphic to (X; < 5. We 
sometimes write tpc, X) for tp((X, <)),  if the well-ordering < on X is easily 
understood. 
The present paper relies very heavily on Jensen's analysis of the constructible 
sets. A working knowledge of Devlin [4] is especially important, We will also 
assume familiarity with [14, paragraphs 1-3] and [2, Chapter V]. 
1.2. Prerequisites 
We will be concerned with first order structures of the form M = 
(M, c, A~, . . . ,  A.,5, where bl  is a nonempty set and A~ . . . . .  A,,, are relations on 
M, over a first order language lk={e, Rl . . . . .  Rm}, where R~ . . . .  , R., are predi- 
cate symbols, A formula of this language is ~ (or/ Io) if it contains no bounded 
quantifiers. If n > 1, a formula is .~. (respectively // .)  if it is of the form 
3x~'"xz  ~, where q~ is II,,_~ (respectively Vx~-. • x~ q~, where ~0 is .v... 0 
Let XcM.  A set R~_M is vra - .~. (X) if there is a v formula q~(u, vt • • • vt) and 
elements a~ . . . . .  a~ e X such that f,or all a c M. 
R(a) i f fM~(a ,  a l , . .az ) ,  
The set of all such R is also denoted by ~(X) .  We write v,~ for ~f (~)  and 
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~.(Mt  for X~(M). Hy(X) ,  Fly, I i . (M)  are defined by replacing X,, by Fl,,. Also 
we shall write (M, ~, A~ . . . . .  A,.}, 
If M-= (M, . . . ) ,  N = (N~.. ,} are ~-structures, we shall write M<z~, N i~ M ~ N 
and for any v,, formula ~0(v~. •• v,,,) and any a~ . . . . .  a,,, ~ M. 
M~:~(a~ . . . a,,,) i t tN~: ,~(at . . .a , . ) .  
If the first order language L={e}, then we write M<~N for (M, e)<~ (N, e). 
Finite strings of variables or elements of M are denoted by ~3, ~ . . . . .  
The Jensen hierachy (J. : a e Ord) is defined in Devlin [4]. 
Dei~nilion 1,1. (i) [Z.-projectum of ¢] O~ := the least a such that there exists an 
onto  
f: c_ .~- - -~  J~ 
(ii) [Z.-cofinality of ~] cf"(~)=the least /3<~K such that there exists an 
f~Z, ( J~) ,  f:/3 --~ K cofinally. 
(iii) [~.-separation] We say that a structure M = (M, ~, A)  satisfies the schema 
of V.-separrtion (abbreviated/~t~ V.-sep.) iff for any a e M and any R c M which 
is 2~,,(M), we have that a fqR ~ M. 
(iv) [A.-separation] M~A.-sep. is defined similarly by replacing in (iii) ~,, by 
A n 
(v) [X.-collection] We say that a structure M = (M, ~, A) satisfies the schema 
of X,,-collection (abbreviated M~Z,-coll .) iff for any -~. formula ¢(x, y, fi) and 
any constants 
M~Vx~a Vlyq~(x. y,b)---~Bc V xea3yEcq~(x ,  y,b). 
(vi) [H,,-collection] M~H,-col l .  is defined similarly by replacing in (v) ~v by 
Definition 1.2. Assume n ~ 0 and K ~ l. 
(i) J. ~Cd(a) iff J~ ~(a is a cardinal). 
( i i )  !~11~ = the least ordinal a such that there exists a mappin~ 
1-1 
f :~  ,a ,  feL .  
(iii) Cd * = {a  <: K: Ja ¢ Cd(t, )}. 
(iv) S2={c,<K:  ~G <-z,,J.}, S" ={a: .I,.<.~L}, a is K-stable iff a =~ or a eS~', 
a is stable iff a ~S~. 
(v) PSA is the power set axiom 
Vx?~y Vz (zcy* -~¥ u~ z (uex) ) .  
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Definition 1.3. Let X be a set or class of ordinals 
(i) Let ~o(v~. •• v, , -0 be a formula in the language {~} and let a~ • • • a , , - t~2, .  
We say that/~ refects ~o(a: • . .  a,,,-1) on X iff 
(ii) K is ~,, (respectively H,) reflecting on X iff for any formula ¢(v, • • • v,,~.,) 
in ~, (respectively in //,) and any a, . . -  a,,_, ~J~, J,, reflects ~o(at "" • a~,~_,) on 
X. 
Further properties of reflecting ordinals can be found in [13]. 
Definition 1.4. (i) A structure M = (M, ~, A> is called v admissible iff 
(a) M ~.~.-coll., 
(b) M is rud closed (see [4, §2]. 
(ii) toK is v admissible iff (J., ~) is ~v admissible. 
The following theorem summarizes the basic properties of V,-admissible struc- 
tures. 
Theorem 1.5. Suppose n ~ 1 and M is a Z, , -admissible sm~cture. Then 
(i) M~ A,-sep.,  
(ii) MNOrd  is a ~, -admiss ib le  ordinal, 
(iii) M satisfies the Y.,,-recursion theorem i.e., let h: M ~ ÷ ~ ---* M and G: M ~ +2 
M be .Y.,(M) such that for all ~2 = x~ • • • xk in M, the relation {(z, y): z ~ h(y, $)} is 
well founded. Then there exists a unique function F which is v,,,(M) such that 
(a) (y, ~.) e dom F iff {(z, ~): z ~ h(y, ~)} _c dora F, 
(b) F(y, ~) -  G(y. ~, (F(z,  .~): z e h(y, ~))). 
The following two properties of admissible ordinals will be used later. 
Theorem 1.6. Assume n ~ 1, ~oK = K. Then: 
(i) K is 2~,-admissible iff cf"(K) = K, 
(ii) /f.l~ ~ H,-col l . ,  then ~: ;s ~,÷1 admissible. 
Jensen's uniformization theorem is summarized in the following (the definition 
of ,~, skolem function can be found ir~ [4, §5]). 
Theorem 1.7.  Assume n, ~ ~> !. 
(i) [Z,-select ion] For any relation R g~J~ ×J~. which is ~,( J~),  there exists a 
funct ion r which is ~,,(J~) such that 
dom R = dora r and Vx[3y R(y, x) ~ R( r (xL  x)]. 
(ii) J~ has a ~,  skolem function. 
(iii) p~ = K iff J~ ~, , - sep .  
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Finally we wilt need the following three theorems whose proofs can he found in 
[11], 
Theorem 1.8. For each n ~ l, there exists a H,, formtth~ ¢,,(x) without any 
pammeters uch that for arty t¢ < a 
Theorem 1.9. I f  K is a limit ordinal >02, then 
J~ ~PSA iff Cd ~ is cofinal in ~. 
Theorem 1.10. Assmne n ~ I attd S~ is cofinal in K. Then 
- , ,  , .(. I~) - ~ d¢t~, S~)). 
2. Admissibility and reflection 
A well-known theorem of Kripke states that for each K > ~o, 
,J*~ ~ X~-sp. iff S~ is cofinal in t~ 
(see [2, Theorem V,7.11]. 
Our first theorem is a generalization of the preceding theorem. However, we 
will first prove a lemma which will be used later. 
Lemma 2.1 (Jensen). Suppose n >~ 1 and h is a ~,, skalem function for J~ with 
parameter p~.l~ and J~Z,~-sep. If a<~ and p~J~ and M=h[ tox J~]  and 
~r: M~, I~ is the transitive collapse, then h < K. 
Proof. Let H be a ~,, formula such that for /,< to and x, y ~ J., 
y=h( i ,x )  if[ J,~ ~/-/(i, x, y. p). 
First of all its clear that rr ~ J,, = id I J,~. Assume on the contrary that h = ~. Let 
y ~ M. Then y = h(i, x), for some i <02 and some x ~ J,  
~J~ ~ H(~ x, y, p) 
~M~H( i ,x ,  y, p), as .1,, ~ M<,z, J. 
~ J~ kH(w(i), w(x), w(y), 7r(p)), as h = K 
=>J~hH(i,x, Tr(y),p). as ~rtd,, =idfJ~, 
~r(y) = h( i ,  x)  = y. 
It follows that ~r [' M = id t M. Consequently M = J~ and .1~ = [02 x J .] ,  Thus 
h t ' (~oxL , ) :~(02×~:  .... '" 
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However, it is not hard to see (using [4, Theorem 30] that there exists a ~,( J , )  
map 
But the last statement contradicts the fact p~ = ~. [] 
l l leorem 2.2.. Assume n ~ 1 and o~ = ~. Further supt~se that either of the foUow. 
ing two conditions holds 
(a) cr'+~(~)>~o, 
(b) J. ~-TPSA. 
Then the following statements are equivalent 
(i) J~ ~ J~. -coll. and J~ ~ Z.-sep., 
(ii) $2 is cofinal in ~, 
(iii) x is 1I..~ reflecting on $2. 
Proof. If n= 1, the result follows from [2, Theorem V.7.11 and V.7.15]. So 
without loss of generality we may assume n ~ 2, 
(iii)=>(ii) is trivial. 
(ii)~(iii): Let ~0 be a H,~I formula and ae J ,  such that L ~q~(a). There exists 
an a e S2 such that a ~ J,. Then it is clear that J,, ~ q~(a). 
(i i)~(i): proof of .l~ ~E,-coll. Let a, b ~J ,  and q~ be a X, formula such that 
J ,~V x s a .qy q~(x, y, b). 
Let 0 be the H,+~ fornmla Vx~a]yq~(x ,y ,b ) .  Let cr~S2 be large enough 
such that a, beJ~,. But J~q~ and ~b is//,+~. Therefore J,,~qJ and hence 
Vxea3y~J~J~q~(x ,  y,b). 
Proof of J. ~E.-sep. Let a, b ~ Jk and let ¢0 be a X. formula whose only 
parameter is b. Choose tr ~ S~ large enough such that a, b c J.. Then we have 
iff 
iff 
J ,~x~aAq~(x,b)  
J , ,~xsaAq)(x,  b) 
J~ ~ x ~ a A qCJ~}(x, b). 
But the last formula is E~ and by Barwise [2, Theorem V.6.3], it is clear that 
c ={x~a:  ~{~,-~(x, b ) I~L .  
Now it is easy to see that 
J~ ~' "x(x e c<.-~ x E a A q~(x, b)). 
(i):~(ii) Suppose J. ~ E.-coll, and Jr. ~ Z.-sep, Let h be a X. skolem function for 
J. with good parameter p ~ J~ (see [4, §5]). For each c~ < K such that p e J .  we 
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define the following 
i% = h[~ x J.]<.~,,L. 
%:A .  as &., for some K. s ~, where rr. is the transitive collapse. It fo,lows that 
% ~& ~'~:id~./,~ anti J , ,¢  A,, and rr,.(p).:" p. 
Next we prove a series of claims, 
Claim L K,~ < v., fi~r a < K such that p e J~-,. 
This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. 
Claim 2. A~, e J., for a < K such that p e J .. 
Put X =dom(h I (~o x J,~)L Then XeL ,  because .I~ ~'~,-sep. But ,4. = h[X]. It 
follows that A.e. l , , .  because J~ ~:X.-coll. 
Cl~|m 3. The mapping ¢~ - .  A.  is E,,,,(J~), where peJ... 
Notice that 
A: - /~ ,  iff VyeA3 i<oa3xe J , , [y :~h( i ,x ) ]  
,,.V i<~.~ V xeJ~, Vy [y~h( i ,x) - -~ yeA]  
Ap e.l~. 
The claim follows from [14, Lemma 3.6] 
Claim 4. The mapping a --+ r..~ is k;.+~(.l~ , where peJ~. 
Let ~p(a. A) be the following formula 
3A[A  = .4~ A3cr(w: A mJa is the transitive collapse)]. 
It is clear from Claim 3 that q~ is E,,+ ,(&). Moreover & gVa(p e & --+3t q~(a, ;t)). 
Hence we can use the E,,.~-selection theorem, to find a mapping r which is 
v,,+~(j~) such thai 
dora(r) = {c~ < ~: pe J .}  
and 
Now it is clear thal for p e J,,, r((~t = <,, So the proof of the claim is complete. 
Now suppose we are given an ordinal { < ~. We want to find an ordinal h < K 
such that 
(*) ~<XeS2.  
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Without loss of generality we may assume p ~ J~. Let ~r: J~ --.~ K ;b~ defi|~ed by 
~r(a) = the least a such that a ~ Jo. 
Clearly o. is .X~-. 
Define sequences Qt,.: m < o~) and (B,. : m < ~) as follows 
Bo = A~ )to--~ K~ 
Then we can prove the following 
Claim 5. A., < A,. +~ and B.,  ~ Jx~+. 
Indeed from the above definitions we have 
(B,., oJX.,) ~ J,.~<a,,,.~,~.,~ A~, . .~,x~) = B,,,~, ~. 
Let ~r:B.,+~ =Jx ..... be the transitive collapse. Then 
• "((S.,, ~o~.,)) = (B,., ,oX.,) ~ J~. , .  
Hence B., ~ Jx~., and ~k., ~ J,,..,.,. 
Claim 6. The mapping m -~ (B,,. A.,) is X~÷l(J~). 
Indeed x = (B,., A,.) iff 
3f[Func(f)  Adom f = m + 1 A f(0) = (A~, K~) A f (m) = x 
AV i < m (f( i  + 1) = (A,.((f(i)) ..... fftoh~, K,~((¢¢(m ...... (¢(i)~0)))]. 
It is not hard to see. using the fact that J~ ~ X~-coll, that the above k~rmula is 
Put A= [.J {k.,: m<~o}, Our intention is to prove that ]a-<~°J~. This will 
establish (*), because ~ < A. We distinguish two cases: 
Case (a): cf"+~(~)>~o, 
In this case. using Claim 6 and cf"+~(r)>~o, we obtain that ,~ <K. 
Let q~(x, ~) be a ~.  formula whose only parameters are c~J~ such that 
J~gZlx~p(x,~). Let m<o~ be large enough such that t~ J~.  Then B,,~+lg 
::lxq~(x,~), as B,.+l<xfl,, .  So 3 x ~ B,,,+l J , ,~(x ,  fi). But B,,~+I~ I,.(~B ........ ~,>) ~-- 
./~.~+~ Jx- Hence 3xE Jx J , ,~tp(x ,  d). 
It follows that Jx <..°J~. 
Case (b): I~ ~-qPSA. 
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By Theorem 1.9, Cd ~ is not cofinal in ~¢. Therefore there exists an %< ~¢ such 
that 
1~ ~'v'a 3f I f :  ~o2"t°; a], 
Fi~t of all we need the following 
C lan  7. If ao + I 5-~ A <~, 3~, then A is transitive, 
Indeed let a ~ A. We want to show a c A. By assumption 
J,, ~ 3f [ f : ao Y~'t"~ a]. 
But e%~, A <,;J~. Hence 
A~3f [ f :~o  . . . .  ,a ] .  
Let .re A such that 
. onto  
L e f : (~o ~ a. 
Let x~sa. Then J .~3y<t~o (f(y~, =x). Let 3`o<c~o' such that J~ ~f(Yo)=x. 
But d~ ~3u(u =/(Yo)). 
Hence A ~.'-Iu(u = f(Vo))- 
Let u~A such that A~u=f(~,o). It follows that u=/ (3 'o )=x~A i.e. acA ,  
which proves the claim. 
Now we can complete the proof of the theorem. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that the ordinal ~ in (*) is >~o- Then we have c%+ I c_ 13., <~J~, for 
each m <~o. It follows that B,,~ =J~,,<~J~, which proves (*). Thus the proof of 
the theorem is complete. [] 
As an application of Theorem 2.2 we obtain the following cl"~aracterization f 
~,~ admissibility. 
Theorem 2.3. For each n ~ 1 and ~oK = ~ > oa, the fi~llowing are equivalent 
(i) u is ~,~ admissible, 
(ii) ~ is II.+~ reflecting on S~ -t. 
Proof. If n = 1, the theorem is well known, e.g. see Richter-Aczel [13, Theorem 
1.3]. So without loss of generality we may assume n ~ 2. 
(i i)~(i). Assume the hypothesis but that h =cf"(~)< K. Let f: h--~ K be Z.iJ~) 
such that f[h] is cofinal in K. Let ¢ be 2~.(J~) such that 
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Then J~V~:<; t  3~qq~(~j,~). But K is I1,+~ reflecting on $2 -~. So there exists 
k <a ~ $2 -~ such that 
However, a ~ $2 -~. Therefore it is clear that 
i.e. f[h]~_ a < K, which contradicts the fact that f[A] is cofinal in K. 
(i)~--~,(ii). We prove the following 
Claim. I f  f :  ~ --~ K is X . (L ) ,  then f[c~]c a for some ~ e S"~ -~. 
Indeed let f: K --o K be X.(J~) and q~ be a ~v formula with parameters from .l, 
such that for all (, ~ < K 
Clearly J~ ~V~ ]71 q~(~, "q). 
Let '¢,,-t be the II,,._~ formula of Theorem 1.8 and let ¢(~. `/) be the following 
H.-1 formula 
`/> ~A,¢._~(`/) A3 n <`/~cs~(~, n). 
By Theorem 2.2, $2 -1 is cofinal in ~. Therefore 
L ~V~ 3-/4,(~, `/). 
Define g: K -~ K, such that g is 2r..(J.), by 
Let Xo < K be any fixed ordinal. Define a sequence (K,. : m < to) by induction on 
m~,q as follows put Ko=Ao. Suppose ~,. has been defined. Then V~< 
K~3rl(g(()<~/) .  By _V.-coll. there exists /3<~ such that V~<K. ,z l r I<  
B(g( ( )<r l ) .  So let K,.+l=the least (3>K,,, such that g[K.,]_cl3, Clearly the 
sequence (~,, , :m<(o) is v ( j~)  and Vm<to(g[K,,]c_K,,÷t). Put o~= 
~_J {~,,,: m < to}. Then a c S2-1 and g[a] ~ a. FinaUy we can prove that / [a  ]~ a. 
Indeed let ~ < ~ and put 3" = g(~)<c~. Then J~ ~(,~. 3'). By definition of ~b we 
obtain 
Jv-<z,,_,J~ and :lrl<3"J~q.~u~(_E,.;?). 
Hence ::1 .q < 3" J,~ ~ ¢(~:, a~) i.e. /(.~)< a. The proof of the claim is now complete. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, let ~¢(~,-q) be a i I ,_t formula with 
parameters from J~ such that J~ ~V( 3~q ~(~, ~). Define f: ~¢ --~ ~¢ by 
f(~)= n if~ L ~¢(~, n),\V 3"<n-~,o~, n). 
Clearly f is.X,(J~). Therefore by the claim there exists an ,:~ ~S~ -~ such that 
f [a ]c  a. But then it follows easily that Jo gV~j :lrl q~(lj, rl). [3 
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As an immediate corolla W we obtain: 
Corollary 2.4. ~/Txe ,following statements are equivalent 
(i) t¢ is ~',-admissible, 
(ii) S, ~ is colinal in ~ and (,¢, e, S~ ) is Er-admissible. 
Proof .  Use Theorem 1.10 and 2.3. [ ]  
The following shows that Theorem 2.2 is best possible. 
Example 2.5, For each n-'~ 2, there exists ~ > w such that J,  g PSA and cf '~+ ~(~)= 
<~ and S',,'.=O and c f " (~)=p~= to. 
ProoL  Let n ~2.  By the reflection principle of ZFC (see [8, Section 11]), there 
exist ~., such that J,-<~,L. However, it is not hard to see that for n ~ 2, if J,~ <~.L, 
then a = ~o~'. 
Indeed the class Cd ~ ={,x: LkCd(~)} is 111 and cofinal in Ord. But J~<~.,L. 
L is y c It follows that Hence a f )Cd ~' is cofina! in c~. Also the mapping y--~ toy - - .
[ ,  a = to,, as desired. Next we define 
K = the first a > to such that a is X,, admissible and a limit cardinal in L. 
It is clear that J~ ~PSA and c f" (~)= P2 = K. We show that S2 = ~. Indeed assume 
on the contrary, ,~eS2. But L.e(~ is a limit cardinal). So let ~<h.  Then 
J~ ~3 ~1 > ~ Cd(~), Consequently L ~(X is a limit cardinal). But J~ < z.,J~. It follows 
that h is v,,-admissible, which contradicts the minimality of ~. [ ]  
3.  Bas ic  propert ies  of Z, , -par t i t ion  re lat ions 
In order to avoid unnecesaary complications we ' dl assume from now on 
that toK = K > to. 
Deflni l ion 3.1. Let or, t8 be the ordinals and 1 <~ n ~ to and m < to. 
(i) ..~'z . , .  ~¢ - (a )  0 iff for any h: [K]':' --~ /3 such that h is ~,(J~), there exists an 
I ~ K of order type a, which is homogeneous for h i.e, h is constant on [I]".  
m (ii) K "-'*~- (<K)~' iff V ~ < ~ s~ -~" - (a )  a , 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
cofinal 
(vi) 
(vii) 
x£ 1 ~ m 
~ ::- (cf)~' is 4efined exactly as in (i) but row the homogeneous set is 
ill s:. 
m "-+-" (cf)<~ iff V /3  < K K .~s  (cf)~'. 
If in any of the above the subscript 13 equals 2, then we omit it. 
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Lermma 3.2. I f  ~ -+ x. (<K) 2, then tc is addit ively closed. 
ProoL Assume ,c ---~'~ (<K) = but that tc is not additively closed. Therefore tc = 
v + ~, some v, ~ < K. Define a partit ion h ~ ~( J~) ,  h: It@" ~ 2 by 
h(a,  ~)= ~ 0 if 13 ~<v, 
[1 if/3 > v. 
Let l be homogeneous for h of order type equal to max{~ + 2, v ~ 2} < K. 
Case 1: h[[ l ]  z] = {0}. In this case we have 1~ v + 1. Hence 
v+2~<tp( I )~<v+t ,  a contradiction. 
Case 2: h[[l]Z]={1}. In this case we have 
~+2<~tp( I )~<(+l ,  a contradiction. [ ]  
Theorem 3.3. Assume n, m ~ 1. Then  
( i )  ~ " , (~)~+~-- :~(~)~.  
(ii) 
Proof. (i) Assume K _+2: (K)~,+l and let h: [K]" --+ c~, ~ < K, h e 2f,(J~). We want 
to show that h has an homogeneous et of type K. Define /~:[K]"*~ -+ 3, 
he  X . (L )  by 
t 
O if h(~z" ' " ~,,,) = h(~2" " " E_.~+t), 
/~({, "" " E , ,+~)  = 1 i f  h(~'"  " ~_. , )<h(~:2"  " " {,.+~). 
" 12 if h(~l " " " ,~,~) > h(~2 " • " ~,,+l). 
Let I be homogeneous for /~ of type K and let I={~,,: v<K} be an increasing 
enumerat ion of ~:he lements of L Consider the following m-tuples 
d~+~ =(~X+r,{:~,+t . . . . .  ~ ........ 1), a is limit, 0<~r<o~. 
Claim 1. /t[[ I]" ~'] # {2L 
Indeed if Claim 1 was not true, then h(do)>h(d0>'" ,  which contradicts 
well- foundednes; of ordinals. 
Chin 2. ti[[x],,, ~'] # {1}. 
Indeed if Clakn 2 was not true, ther~ the mapping v ~ h(d , )  (u< K) would be 
order preserving, which is a contradiction. 
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It fol lows that /~[[I]"~+~] = {0}. Now we show that I is homogeneous  for h. Lc~ 
t~ <.  • • < t~., ~:1~ <-  • • </3,.  be sequences  in I, Let % <.  • < ~,,,~ be a sequence ia 
I such that t~,. , /3, .<3,> Then we have h(a~- - 'am)=h(az ' "  ~e,.%) . . . . .  
h(a,.'~'t " " " 3 ' , . -0 = h('y. ~ • " • 3',,:) and h(/3~. • •/3,.) = h(/3~ • • •/3,.%) . . . . . .  
h([3.,% . . .  3'., q)  = h(% , • • ¥.,L Therefore  h (~ .-  • .,,,) --;- h(/3~ • • , Bin). 
(ii) Assume K -*'-'o (~) ....... and let h : [~]"  -~ ee, ee < ~, h ~. ~,, (L) .  Def ine a new 
part it ion h:[h-] ........ --+ 2 by 
{(~ if h ({~, ' . "  e ,~)<h( '0 , . . ,  q, , ) ,  
t~( .~, ' ' .~ , , , ,Th , ' .n , , )= ._  i fh (~- . .~ , , )>~h( 'q~. . . r lm) .  
Let I be homogeneous  for h of type ~. Part it ion I into increasing m-tuples  
(du:  v < K> in such a way that (the last e lement  of d~,)< (the first e lement  of dr*), 
whenever  v<~x. It is easy to see that /~[[I] ...... ]~{0}. Hence  /~[[/] . . . . .  ]={1}. It 
fol lows that 
v < t*~ h(dv) ~ h(d~) 
and therefore there exists %< ~< such that 
V ~' > Po (h(dv)  = h(dvo)). 
Let  dv~ = (~ " • • ~,.) and put I = {.~ ~. I: .~ > ~,.}. By Lemma 3.2, tp(I)  = ~, Now we 
can show that I is homogeneous  for h, Indeed let ~ <. . .  < a,,,/3~ <. . .  </3,, be 
sequences  in I. There  exists , ,>  vo such that (the first e lement  of d~,)>a,~,/3,, .  
However ,  
h(dv)  = h(dvo)~ h(cq "" " a, , ) ,  h(/3~ "'"/3,,,) ~> h(du).  
There fore  [ is homogeneous  for h. [ ]  
Theorem 3 .4 .  
(i} ~ , *(3~-~=} J ,  ~ PSA,  
(ii) K -f2"z'-~ ( < ~;)~a ~ '  J~ ~ PSA.  
P roo f .  Assume on the contrary that J~PSA.  By Theorem 1.9, Cd" is no~, cohnal 
in l<. Therefore  there exists ~o ~ ~ < ~ such that %//3 < K (I/31 s- ~< a)  i.e. 
V /3 <K :t f ~J,~ [f:/3 >:' ~a]. 
I f  we use the ~v I selection theorem, we can find a Xt(J~) mapping /3-of~ such 
that V /3<x [ /~: /3 - - * l l a ] .  Nex~ we show 
Cla im 1. The hypothesis of (i) fails. 
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Define h: [K]2---* a by h(IL n)=[~(~). Clearly h is X~(J~). But h cannot have an 
homogeneous set of type 3. Indeed if {.~, ~, 0} (~<~1 <0<~)  was homogeneous 
for h, then re(E) = h(~, 0)= h(~q. 0)=f0(~l), which contradicts the fact that fo is 
1-1. This proves the claim. 
C lan  2. The hypothesis o[ (ii) fails. 
Define h: [K]3--~ 2 as follows 
0 if fo(~)<fo(~), 
h(~, ~, O) = 1 if fo(n)<f,(~).  
Clearly h is I;z(J~). Let I be homogeneous for h of type ~c~+2 and let (/~,: 
v<a+2)  be the canonical order preserving enumeration of the first a +2 
elements of L Put 0 = i~+a. It is clear, due to well-foundedness of ordinals, that 
h[[I] z] ~ {1}. Hence h[ [ / l  ~] = {0}. However, tp(I N 0) = tp({i,,: u -~ a}) = a + 1. But 
fe [ IC'! 0 : I N 0 --* a is order preserving. Therefore a + 1 = tp(l N 0) ~:; a, which is 
a contradiction. This proves the claim and hence the theorem. [3 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.4 we obtain the following characteriTaation, 
Theorem 3.5. For any stable ordinal K, the following are equivalent 
(i) ,~ ~ (<~)-~, 
(ii) K - -~ , (3 )~,  
(iii) Le"K is a limit cardinal", 
(iv) J~ ePSA, 
rr~ (v) L~qm<to[K  (<K)<~]. 
Proof. The implications (v)=~(i), (v)~ti i )  are trivial. The equivalence of (iii), (iv) 
follows from the stability of ~ and Theorem 1.9. The implications (i):~(iv), 
(ii)=>(iv) follow from Theorem 3.4. Finally the implication (i i i)~(v) follows from 
[5, Chapter 7, Corollary 2,5]. [] 
We do not know whether in general • ---~-~, (K) z implies that J~ ~PSA. However, 
using classical methods we can prove: 
Theorem 3.6. Assume that K is a cardinal >to, Then 
"Y'l K" >(K)2::~J,,~PSA. 
Proof. If ~¢ is a limit cardinal, the theorem is obvious, ttence without loss of 
generality we may assume cf K = ~. Assume on the contrary that ar~j~PSA. 
Therefore there exists h < K such that P(,,) f3 J,,~ J~. But then it is easy to see that 
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there exists a mapping e : ~¢--*. ~-~ ('~2)n J~, e ~ 2;~(d~). Let <* denote the lexicog- 
raphic ordering on (~2)nJ~ i,e. for' f, g~(X2)n J , ,  
f<*  g iff 3~[f(¢) < g(~) AV n < .~f(n) = ~:(n)]. 
It is clear thai <* is ~(.l,). Define a parlition h:[K]~.-~ 2 by 
[0 if e(~)<*e(n), 
h(~, n )=/1  if e(n)<*e(~). 
By hypothesis h has an homogeneous et I of type ~, Put X={e( ( ) :  ~I} .  
Therefore IX1 =II l  = *¢ and either X is well ordered by <* or X is well ordered by 
the inve~e of <*. In either case, it follows easily that tXI~)~ < ~, which is a 
contradiction. [] 
Examples 3.7. ( i )Let  ~¢ = toil. Then we have L~K-- ,  (<be) 2 (see [7]). However, 
P(to)nJ~C:J~ and hence J~I~PSA. This example shows that we cannot replace 
,-,,'~,(<~)~ with t¢- "A(<~)'- in Theorem 3,5. 
(ii) Let ~ = to~;. Then we have L ~V m < to [~¢ ~ (<~()'.~1 (by Theorem 3.5), But 
the X:. cofinality of ~¢ is equal to ~0; hence ~¢ is not even .sd2-admissible. This 
example shows that the partition relation V m <to [~¢--~ (<~()~] does not imply 
K -~>~, (~)~. (see Theorem 4.3). 
4.  The  part i t ion re lat ion K (K)~<~ 
It is easy to prove in set theory that for any K ~ to, the following statements are 
1 equivalent: (i) K is a cardinal, (ii) K -~ (2)~, (iii) K ---* (<~¢)<~. Theorems 4.1 and 
4.2 constitute the ~',, anal,~gue of the above theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume n ~ 1. Then the following are equivatem 
~'~., ~2~ (i) K . . . . .  
(ii) O~ = K. 
Proof .  (i)=>(ii). Assume 0 = P~ < ~- Let f: ~_ too __,o,,,o ~ be ~,~(J,). Then V ~5 < 
3'~1 [~t <~00 Af(~) = ~]. Define 
R(~,rt) iff n<~ooAf(n)=~. 
Clearly R is N,,(J~). Hence by the N,,-selection theorem there exists a mapping 
r:~--oHcoO such that r is ~'.(J.) and V(<~R(~, r (~) ) .  However. r has no 
homogeneous set of type 2. which contradicts r~ (2)~. 
(ii)=~(i). Assume ~-~'-'-(2)~. faib:. Let f~v( j~)  such that f:K__~l-~a, for 
C O~ ~onto  K some ot<K. Let g=f -~.  Then g is ~,,(J~) and g :_  - ,  , It follows that 
¢op~" ~< o~ < to~¢ = ¢. Therefore p2 < K, which is a contradiction, t~ 
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Theorem 4.2. Assume n ~ 1 
equivalent 
(i) K -->~- (2)~<., 
(ii) K - (<~)<. ,  
(iii) P~" = ~. 
and K is X,,admissible. Then the following are 
Proof .  The implication (ii)::>(i) is trivial. Also the implication (i)::>(iii) fol lows 
from Theorem 4.1. Therefore it remains to prove that ( i i i )~( i i ) .  So assume P2 = K 
and that K is ~,, admissible. Let cx < K and f ~ ,~,(J~) such that f :  K ~ a. We want  
to show that 
(*) V a < K 3 ~< a [tp(f-~[{~5}])~ el.
We define a mapping g s Z.( J~), g : _  K x a---, . . . .  K such that g(p, .~)---the o th 
e lement in the canonical enumerat ion of f-t[{~5}], i.e. g~,p, +)~q iff 
3 h s J+ [Fur, c(h) A dora(h) = P + 1 A h(o) = 
^ V 0 <a (h(O)~ f°;[{~.}]) 
A¥ 0~, 0~<~ O (0, < 02 ~ h(0t) < h(02)) 
^¥ 0~ < o V ~ < h (0~ + 1)(f(~) = _~ ---. t~ ~< h(00)]. 
By the ~.  admissibil ity of K, g is ~,,(d~). 
Assume on the contrary (*)  fails. Then there exists c r<K such that 
V ~ < ~ (tp(f-l[{~}]) < o'). 
Therefore g: c_ o- × ~x _..o.to K, which contradicts OK" = ~. []  
The next result is the ,X, analogue of the fol lowing easily proved theorem. For 
any K t> (o, the fol lowing statements are equivalent:  (i) K is a regular cardinal, (ii) 
K ---, (cf)l<~, (iii) K --* (K)I<.. 
Theorem 4.3. Assume n >t 1. Then the following are equivalent 
6) ~ -'->" (K)<~, 
(ii) K - -~-  (c0t<K, 
(iii) ec is Z..~1 admissible. 
Proof .  (i)=>(ii) is trivial. 
(ii)=>(iii). Assume K -o "~,, (cf)<~. 
Claim 1. cf"(K)= K. 
Assume on the contrary 3' = c f " (x )< K. I t f Ire ~.  (J~) such that f:  V--* • and 
/[3'] is cofinal in K. It follows that V ~, < K 3"q R(~, 7~), where R is the fol lowing 
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L',, (J~) predicate 
R(~,n) i f fn<vAf (n )>~.  
By the _~i,,-selection theorem there exists an r: ~--~ .~, such that r cE,,(J~) and 
V ~< ~ R(~, r(~)). It follows thai 
(*) V~<~ (f(r(,~))> ~). 
Let I be homogeneous for r, which is cofinal in K. Then r[I] = {c~}, for ~ome 
<% It follows from (*) that 
V ~ ~ I (f(~ ~ > ~). 
Hence f(a)~> •, which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Claim 2. J,, k l l.-coll. 
Let R be a H.(J,,) relation and a < • such that 
We want to show that 
(+.,) 3 tS < ~¢ ",¢ ~ < a 3 rl <. g~ R ( ~, ,h L 
Assume on the contrary that (~*) fails. Then 
V [3<K3~<a V'q<t37R(~.,  rl). 
Notice that -7R is E.(J .).  Put 
S(~,~) i f fVn<[3mR(~,n) .  
By Claim 1, K is ~.-admissible and therefore S is "E,, (J~ ). Moreover 
V t3 <K 3,~<a S(/3, ~). 
By E.-selection, there exists g~ E,,(J,,) such that g: K--~ a and moreover 
v ~ < ,,: s(t3, g(~)). 
However by hypothesis K---~'-(cf)<~. So there exists p<a such that g-l[{p}] is 
cofinal in a¢. It follows that 
V/3 ~ g-'[{p}] S(~, p) 
and consequently 
"~/3 c g-'[{p}] V n < ~- mR(p, n). 
But g-~[{p}] is cofina] in ~. Therefore 
V n < ~-aR(o, n). 
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However, the last statement contradicts (~ L I! follows easily that J,, ~ II,,-coll., and 
the proof of the claim is complete. 
Finally it is not hard to prove, using Claim 2, that J~ t:S,.~-coll. Le. K is Z',,.+~ 
admissible. 
(iii)=>(i). Let f: K ---, A, A < K be X,(J,).  We want to show that 
Since K is S,, admissible and each set/-~[{¢r}] is z~,~(.l~), it is enough to show 
that 
( . )  ::la <X (f-~[{~}] is cofinal in ~(). 
Assume on the contrary that (*) fails. Then we have that 
Va<)t  3 r I<K (f-~[{a}] is bounded in ~:) 
i.e. 
V~<X 3n<K [Vo(f(o)=c~ ~ o ~ n)]. 
Put R(a,  "q) iff Vo( f (p)  = a --> p ~ "q). 
Clearly R is l I , ( J , ) .  Hence by the Z,,~-seleetion theorem, herr. exists an 
r:A--~K such that r is X,,+l(J*) and V c ,<A R(e~, r(c~)). Thercforc we have 
But 
= U 1/-~[1~}]: .<x}  
= U {r(o~): ~ <:A}. 
Hence r[k] is cofinal in K. However, ,~<~< and K is ~',,+~ admissible i.e. 
K = cf"+t(K) ~ A < K. which is a contradiction. [] 
5. ~,,-trees 
Definition 5. !.  (i) A tree is a partially ordered set T = (T. <r)  such that for e.a.~ 
t ~ T, the set ~s ~ T: s <-rt} is well ordered by <v. 
(ii) For each t ~ T, the height of t in T is defined by 
_ ht(t) = tp({s ~ T: s <Tt}, <'r). 
(iii) The height of the tree T is defined by 
ht(T) = sup{ht(t) + 1 : t c T}. 
(iv) The ath-levei of T is 7~, ={t~ T: ht( t )=a}.  
(v) Z<. = U {T~: t3 <,~}. 
(vi) A branch in the tree T is a maximal linearly ordered subset of 7** The 
tp(/3, <T) of a branch B of T is called the length of B. A A-branch of T is a 
branch of length A. 
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Definition 5,2. Assume n > 1. 
(aI Let T~=('K <r} be a tree, T is a X~ tree iff 
(i) T, <r  c &, 
(ii) T, <r  are Z,,(L), 
(iii) The predicate t c T, is X~(J~), uniformly in ~:~ < K, 
(iv) Va<~3xe. /~ (%~x) ,  
(v) hi(T) = ~. 
(b) A Z~,-tree T :'~ ('1; <r} is called compact iff 
V "l'e L ['t'c_ T--~ 3 a < K (~'g T<,.)]. 
(C) We say that K has the ~.- t ree property (abbreviated as K has the E.-t.p.) itt 
ever), .w: tree has a K-branch. 
(d) We say that K has the X.-compact ree property (abbreviated as K has the 
X.-c.t.p) iff every compact E,~-,tree has a K-branch. 
Remark. It should be interesting to compare our notion of Z'~-tree with Barwise's 
notion of (,I~, ~-)-tree in [2, Chapter VIII,7], Indeed, let M=(M, . . . )  he a ~ 
admissible structure (M is transitive) and ~< = MnOrd .  A tree T=(T ,  <r)  is 
called ~'m M-tree iff 
(i) Tc  M, 
(ii) 7", <r are J~(M), 
(iii) hi(T),= ~, 
(ix,) the mapping et -~ T,, is Vl(M). 
Howe!'er, by [2, Theorem VIII,7.1], if ~< is a countable admissible ordinal, then 
every (J., e)-tree has a K-branch. Therefore the hypothesis "every U~, e)-tree 
has a K,branch" is too weak to characterize the partition ordinals satisfying 
K ~ ' : ' (K ) : .  
Lemma 5.3. Assume n ~ 1. Then 
'v ~ .- K has the _,,-c,t.p. , cf (K)= O~= K. 
1Proof. Assume that K has the X,,-c,t.p. It is enough to show that there is no 
mapping [: c ) , - -~ K, where f~X,,(J~), A <K and f[A] is cofinal in K. Assume 
otherwise; let /'E v (j~), A <K and f:  CA-+ K such that f[A] is cofinat in K. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that 
V a e dom [(f(~) # 0). 
Define a tree T = (T, <r )  on J ,  as follows 
(a) T~ = {(a, y}: a ¢ dora f A 3, < [(a)}, y < K, 
(b) (a ,~/)<r(~,6)  itt e =/3A3 '<8<f (e ) .  
It is clear that Y w<~ (T,.___ A x{y}L Moreover f [ t ]  is cofinal in K. It follows 
that T is a X~-tree. It remains to show that T is compact. Indeed let "I ~ c T such 
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that "/" ~ J~. Let & = U {a u v: (c~, 3') ~ "I'}. Then ~ < K. Moreover "i",¢~ 7L~,,~, t. 
Hence T is a compact -v,~-tree. 
By hypothesis T has a ~¢-branch B c T, For each 2¢ < K, let (~ ,  3') be the unique 
element in B n T v. Then we have 
So let a be the common value of the c~'s. Then ~¢~f(a)<, ( ,  which is a 
contradiction. [] 
Lemma 5.4. Assume n >~ 1. Then for any K the fo l lowing are equivalent 
(i) K has the ~,-c.t .p.  
(ii) K has the ~,,-t.p. 
1Proot. The implication ( i i )~(i)  is trival, 
( i)~(ii). Let T=(T ,  <r )  be a ,~-tree and ~et ~c_ T such that T~J~. We want 
to show "F ~ T,, for some a < K, It is clear that 
However, the predicate t c T~ is ~,,(J~) and by Lemma 5.3 t~ is V,-admi~ible. 
Hence 
It follows that ~'~_ T<~ for some a < K and hence the tree T is compact. [] 
Theor~;m 5.5. Assume n >t 1. Then 
w¢ has the ,S,,-t,p.::z> K is ;S,+~-admissible. 
Proo|. Assume that K has the ~v,-t.p. By Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 4.2 we have 
x- I (*) K -~, - , ,  (<,~)<~. 
Let f:K ~ ~ be ~,(J,,) and k <K. We want to show that 
(**)  :1 rl < X [tp(f-~[{rl}]) = K]. 
(Notice that the theorem follows immediately from (* *) ane~ Theorem 4.3.) 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.2 define a mapping g: ~_ r x X -~ ~ such that g is 
-~. (J,~) and 
g(~, rl) -'--- the ~th element of f~[{rl}]. 
Now we define a tree T = (7. <~r) as follows 
T~ ={g(.~, rl): ~/<)t artd (~. ~l)~dom(g)}, ~:<~, 
g(~, ~q)<Tg(~', ~1') iff ~1 = ~l ' , ,x~ f'~(~, ~), (5', rt')~dom(g). 
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It is clear that 72 <r  ~ J.., T. <r  are ~:.,(J=) and moreover the relation tc-"F~ is 
2~,,(J,~) uniformly in tj. Further we can show: 
Clai~! 1, V ~ < K (T~ ~ J,,). 
Clearly ~1~ =. range(g(~, .)). But dom(g(~, ,)) g~ {,~} x A and ./~ ~ X,-sep, It follows 
that dom(g(~, ,))e J,, ttence 7~ = range(g(~, ") )eL,  because K is ~2, admissible. 
Claim 2. v~<,, (T~¢ ~}) 
Let (<~.  Then there exists an r /<A such that tp(f-~[{rl}]I>(+ 1 (we can do 
this because (*) holds). However, 
g(~, ~1),= the ~th element of f ' [ l r l} ] .  
It follows that g(~, n) e ~/). 
Therefore T is a E~,-trce, Let B ~ T be a ~-branch of T. For each u < K let 
g(4~,, 71,,) = th~ unique element in B N 7~,. 
Then we have 
P < g < ~ ~ g(& n,,)< r g(&, ~,~) 
~ n,, = n,,,',¢. < &. 
Let 71 be the common value of the "O/s. It follows that g(~,, "0) is defined for 
each v < K. But g(~:,,, n) = the ~,,th element of f-~[{rl}]. Hence tp( F t[{~}]) = K and 
the proof of (* *) is complete. 
If cf K = co, then we can prove the converse of Theorem 5.5. In fact we have: 
Theorem 5.6. Assume n ~ 1 
equivalent 
(i) ~ bus the ,v,<t.p., 
(ii) ~ is ~,,÷l-admissible. 
and cf K = co. Then the following statements are 
ProoL (i)=),(ii). This follows immediately from Theorem 4.5. 
(ii)=>(i). This is a direct generalization of the proof of KiSnig's infinity lemma 
(see Drake [5, Chapter 7, Theorem 1.2]). The proof is similar to the proof of [2, 
Theorem VIlI.7,2] and we omit it. [] 
Theorem 5.6 is not true if cf(~)> (o, as the following example shows. 
Ex~anple 5.7 (Jensen). Assume V = L. Then there exists a tree T = (~], <T) such 
that the mapping a --* T,~ is ~a(&,) but T has no w~ branch. 
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ProoL (outline). (S,,: a <~o~) is called a G,-sequence if 
(a) V~<o~, (S~ c_~), 
(b) V X c cox [{a < ~o~: S. = X (3 a} is stationary], 
We can show that there exists a O-sequ,;nce (S.: a <~)  which is V~(J.,,) (see 
[6, Theorem 4~. Now the required tree 7/ can be conatructed as in [8, Lemma 
22.81. 
6.  ~,, ÷ ~-compactness 
In set theory the partition relation K--,(K) 2 is associated with a natural 
compactness theorem (see [8, Lemma 32.1]). Therefore it is not surprising that 
there has to be a natural '~v,+~-compactness theorem' associated with the partition 
relation K ._.,,z° (t¢)2. I am grateful to Wayne Richter for suggesting to me to look 
for such a compactness theorem. (In this section alone, we assume familiarity with 
the Barwise compactness theorem; we shall use the notation of [2, Section Ili.5].) 
De l l "  ~,m 6.1. Let n t> 1 and A = J~ 
(i) i 0_ is a first order language such that IL ~ J~, we let 
LA = {q~  -/~ : ~ is a formula of L~}, 
If the predicate L is ~.(A) ,  then the language L is called ~.(A) .  
A theory 2 of L..~, is a subset of LA. 
(ii) K is ~.+~-compact iff for any language L which is ~,,(A) and any theory 
on LA, which is .Y,,+~(A), if V .~oeA [~2o~_.Y@.Zo has a model], then ~ has a 
model. 
Theorem 6.2. ~ is ?S,~+l-compact~t¢ has the Y..-t.p. 
Proof. Assume that t¢ is s,+~-compact. First of all we prove the following 
Cla im 1.  p~ = s:. 
Assume on the contrary p = ~op2< ~. There exists an f: _c p .-.°"'"~ such that [ 
is ~.(J~). Let ~po(vo, v~, ao) be a ~. f.3 mula with the indicated free variables and 
whose only constant is ao~ J~ such ti at for 'all ~ < p and 71 < K 
f(.~) = ~ iff J~ ~ ~o(~:, 0, ao). 
The first order language ~we shall consider consists of the following symbols: a 
constant symbol c, a constant symbol c., for each a ~J . ;  a binary predicate 
symbol E. 
For each formula ~, in the language {~}, we denote by ¢~, the formula of ~_ 
which is obtained from ~ by replacing eaO" occurrence of ¢ in ¢ by E. 
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We also detine the X,,, t-diagram of ./~ by 
X,,+,oDiag((.l~, -)) = {tO~"(c,,, " . .  c~,,,): ~;.'., q*(al " "  a.,)}. 
The theory v consists of the following formulas 
(i) s ,.~-Diag((,/~, ~)), 
(it) Vx[xEc,, --* Vb , ,  c~, = x], for a E 3~, 
(iii) "n(c ~-, ct), for ~ < ~, 
(iv) Ordt~(c), 
(v~ V {,d~(q,c,c,0: .~<p}. 
Clearly [ is v l (&),  The set A = J~ is rud closed and hence v _cQ_a. Also }~:$+, is
2~',.~(L). Therefore X is ~;,+I(A) (see [4, Lemma 9]). Moreover each ;for=--Y such 
that go~ A has a model of the form 
J~=(L ,  ~,{a: aeS},~)  
where S ~,1~, c}~ = a for a ~ S and c*= ~ is a large enough ordinal <~. 
By ~.~ compactness, E has a model of the form 
J~=Uvl, E, {c;~: a E .t~}, c*). 
Put X = (M, E). Without loss of generality we ,nay assume 
(J~, ~)~,.,,dX and (J~, e)<,;,,.g 
"* ... .  for a E J~. and t a = -, 
But .N'~V~<,,~o(~,cU, aoL So ,;'¢Ng,(~,c'",a~), for some ~<p.  Also ,N'~ 
3c[Ord(c), \~(~, c  %]. Hence J~ ~3-0 ~(~, ~). Let vl < ~ such taat J'~ ~0(~, "0). 
Then we have that 
~'~ ~(~, ~) ~ ~(~, c*). 
However. it is true that 
N~-VC~, c2[Ord(ci)/',Ord(cz)A~p(~, c )/~ ~(¢, ce) ~ c~ = c:~]. 
It follows that 
~ ~ = c*. 
But this contradicts -~(c, = c)e X, Hence the proof of the claim is complete. 
Now we can complete the proof of the theorem. By Lemma 5.4 it is enough to 
show that K has the xL;<c.t,p. 
Let T = (T, <r} be a compact X~-tree. Then 
But J~ ~ X,,-sep.. as O~- = ~¢- It follows that 
Let A = J~. The language ~- we shall consider consists of the following symbols: 
a constant symtuq c,, for ,~ach t ~ T; a unary predicate symbol R. 
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We define the following sentences of 8_~ 
~r.-- - -V{R(c,) :t~T.}, fo ra<K,  
¢,.,,m"n[R(ct)^R(cr)], for t, t 'e ' / :  
The theory )2 is defined by 
if2 = {try, : a < K}U{tP~.C: t, t'e T/',t~ t'At~,rt'At'~,rt}. 
It is clear that II is a ~V.(A) language, ~LA.  Further we can show that 
Claim 2. 2~ is .~._~,(A). 
Indeed, notice that we can prove 
x~2~ i f f3a<K(x=~r~)v3t ,  t' ~ T[x=q~,,,'^tC~Tt' At'¢l"tAtC~t '] 
Notice that the first disjunct can be rewritten as 
3a<K3y[x=(v ,y )  
AVt[t~ T,~ ~ R(c~)~ y] 
AV u~ y=It[t~ T~Au= R(q)]]. 
The last conjunct in the matrix of the above formula is ~,+z(A), because p~ = K 
(see [14, Lemma 3.6]). 
This completes the proof of the claim, 
Claim 3. V Zo~ A [Zo~Z=>£o has a model]. 
Indeed let Xo ~ A, -~o c_ ~2. 
Put T = {t ~ TC(.Y.o): t E T} ~_ T. The statement ' e T'  is ..v.,(A) and J. ~ v -se!~. 
Hence "F ~ J,,. But the three T is compact, and therefore ~" ~_ T<., for some a < K. 
However, for each s E 7~,, -~o has a model of the form 
M = (T, R ~, {t: t ~ T}), 
where 
R~={I~ T: t<rs}, 
cP=t, for t~T.  
'l Ms proves the claim. 
It follows from Claim 3 that X has a model M =(M, R,{c~t~ T}). But then it is 
not hard to see that B = {t ~ T: 2~ R(c,)} is a K-branch of T. Hence the proof of 
the theorem is complete. [] 
If K is countable the converse of Theorem 5.2 holds. 
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Theorem 6.3. Assume n ~ 1 and K is countable. Then the following statements are 
equivalent 
(i) K is ~.+l-admissibte, 
(ii) K is ~.,.~-compact. 
Proof. ( i i )~ (i). This follows immediately from Theorem 6.2. 
(i)~(ii). Let A =J~ and B--(J~, c, S~). Then B is a countable admissible set. 
Moreover ~Vl(B)= .~,. l (A) (see Theorem 1.10 and Corollary 2.4). 
We want to show that K is -v,+ x compact. Let II_ be a language which is 2~(A). 
Then L is ,At(B) and LA =ks  is a countable admissible fragment on B. 
Let ~ be a theory of kA, which is 2~,,.t(A) such that 
V ~oe A [~0 c _ X:~'.,~o has a model]. 
But X is Z~(B). It follows from the Barwise compactness theorem that Z has a 
model. 
7. The partition relation ,< (~)2 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.3 and 4.3. 
Corollary 7.1. 
K --->~:- (K)2~ K is Y..+l-admissible. 
A partial converse to the above theorem is given by the following. 
Theorem '/.2. Assume n>~ 1, J~ ~PSA and r has the 5.-t.p..Then r--~:~. 0<)2,o. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis and let h:[K]2---> m, m <to be a ~.( J . )  mapping. 
We define a function G: K xJK--~ J~, which is X.(J.) as follows: 
I 113 <a:  ~u[u = g(13)AV v ~ t3 n u (h(v,  13) = h(% ~))]} G(a, g)-" if func(g)Adom(g)--a, 
- [{{ 1}} otherwise. 
Since J. ~ . - sep . ,  it is clear that for each a, g~J~, G(a, g)e JK. Moreover it is 
not hard to see that the predicate x = G(a, g) is ~.(JK). Using the .~. recursion 
theorem, we can define a mapping f: K --> J~ which is ~.(J~) by 
f (a )=G(a , f~a) ,  a<~.  
Intuitively f (a)  is the set of all /3 <a such that for all T~ 13 ¢qf(13), h(T, 13)= 
h(v, a). 
Finally we define: 13 <Ta iff 13 ~f(a) .  
It is clear that <T is ~.(J~). Our intention is to prove that h has an 
homogeneous set of type K. The proof is in several steps. 
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Step 1: <T is transitive. We prove the following statement by induction on a 
3,<T/3 and /3<TC~z;~3"<Te~. 
SO assume ~ <Tt3 and ~ <Ta. We want to show 3" <T~. Clearly it is enough to 
show that 
(*) V818 <,rV=> h(8, y)= h(& c~)], 
Let 6 <rT.  Then 8 <.r/3, by the induction hyl×~thesis. So h((r. 3') := h(m/3). But 
also /3 <,ra  and 8 <T/3. Consequently h(6,/3) = h(& a). It follows that h(& v )= 
h(8, a),  which proves (*). 
Step 2: <T is well founded. 
This is obvious because 
Step 3: (f(~), <l - [ ' f (a) )  is linearly ordered. 
Let/3, 3' e f(a), [3 ~= 3". We want to show that/3 < rV or 3' <T/3, We use induction 
on the rain(/3, 3'). Without loss of generality we may assume/3 = rain(/3, 3") < 3'. We 
will show that [3 <T3'. So let 6 <r/3, Then 8 <Ta, by transitivity, Also rain(& 3')= 
8 </3<rain(/3, 3"). Hence 8 <r% by induction hypothesis i,e. ~ <r/~ <.rt~ and 
8 <T3" <TOt" Consequently 
h(&/3) = h(8, ~) and h(& 3") = h(8, a). 
It follows that h(8,/3) = h(8, 3"). Hence /3 <r3"- 
Step 4: [ (a)  = [(t3) and tp(ff(a),  <T I/(ce))) = limit > 0.~ c~ =/3. 
Let X =tp((/(ot), <.r~'/(a))). Suppose on the contrary ~/3 .  Say /3 <~.  We 
shall prove that /3 <ra  (dearly this fact contradicts [ (~)= [(/3)). 
Indeed let 8<T/3. But tp(( / (a) ,<Tl ' / (oe)))  is a limit ordinal A>0.  So there 
exists an rl such that 8<-rr l<r /3 .  But "q~f(/3)=f(ot) i.e. r l<Ta  and hence 
8 <TTI <TOt. It follows that 
h(8, -q) = h(6,/3) and h(& rl) = h(& ~x), 
Therefore It(8,/3) = h(8, c~). This completes the proof of F <rt~. 
Next we define a tree T. 
Definit ion. (i) T¢ ={c~<K: tp(ff(a),  <r I f(~))) =~}, ~<K. 
(ii) T = (K, <'r). 
Step 5: a ~T~ is E.(J~), uniformly in .~<~. 
It is not hard to see that 
a ~ T~ iff 3g[Func(g)Adom(g)=~ 
A g: (£, <) -~ (f(a) ,  <T [ f(t~)) iS order preserving 
AV/3 ~/(~) 3n<~(g(O=O ~ 
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Step 6: (i) '1"~-~:{0}, (ii) V ( t>0 (0<.r~). 
Step 7. Assume ~<K and a~T~,,9,3,~Tt+t 
~x <7-/3 and c~ <a-3,. 
Then 
13 = ~,,¢* h(a,/3) ~-- h(m ~). 
The implication (:if) is trivial. So we prove the impliealion (@-), Assume on the 
contrary h(m/3) ~ h(m 3") but/3/-  3': say 13 < 3'. Then t~ ~/-r% because 13, 3" belong 
to the same level of T. So there exists 3 <r/3 such that 
(*) h(&13)--/:h(&3"). 
But a, 8 ~ f(13). It follows that 
a, 8 are <r-comparable. 
We claim that a <~r& Indeed assume on the contrary ~;<'-.ra, Then ~3<-ra<rl3 
and 8 <T~* <'r3', SO h(& ~) = h(&/3) and h(& ~t) = h(& V) anc~ therefore 
h(&/3) = h(& "r). 
But the last statemem contradicts (*). Hence we have shown that t~<-r& 
However, 
a~l -8 ,  ~c,T,: and 8<7./3, /3~T~.,.l. 
It ~ollows that ~ = & But by hypothesis we have 
h(c~,/3) = h(c~, -/). 
Therefore h(&/3) = h(& 3'), which again contradicts (*). 
Step 8: T is a ,v~-tree. 
It is enough to show that for each ~< K, 
T~7~t and T~J~.  
We prove the above statement by induction on (< t<. So assume 
t*) Vn<~ [7 ; ,~A r,, a&].  
Then we have 
Claim a. T<~ ~ J~. 
Because of the induction hypothesis (*) we have 
q n< ~ 31e.l~ (Tnc_t). 
But the relation 'T~ ~_ r' is H,dJ~). Hence v..~-colleetion, there exists b cJ~ 
such that 
"-] ~<~3t~b ('F,,~_t). 
Therefore T< e = {~ ~ b: :I ~ < t~ (~ e Tn)} ~ J~, because J~ ~ V,-sep. 
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Claim b. T,#O. 
Assume on the cont;ary T~ = 0. Then 
V ~ < K (tp(( f (a) ,  <T  I f (~)))  <,f ) .  
It follows that K _ T< e 
But th.~s is a contradiction, because by Claim a, T<, ~ J~. 
Claim c. T~ ~ b~. 
We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: ~=*1+1.  
By the induction hypothesis Tn ~ J~. For each c~ ~ T~, put 
S~ ={t3<K: ~<Tt3 ~nd t3 c T~}. 
Recall that h:[Kl2---> m. Hence by Step 7 it is clear that 
V a ~ Tn [S~ has at most m elements]. 
It follows that 
Moreover the mapping a ~ S~ is E,÷I(J~). But 
Te = "/~÷l = I.j {S,: a~ T,,}. 
Hence F~ ~ J~, because T~ ~ J~ and K is ~,+t-admissible. 
Case 2. ~ is l imit>0. 
Assume on the contrary Te¢ J~. Then consider the function f = f ~ T e It is clear 
that 
f :  T~ ---* P(T<~) f'l./~. 
Let a =P(T<~)NJ~. Then a~J~, because J~ ~PSA. By Step 4, f i s  1-1 and E,(J~). 
Hence 
f - '  :Ca  . . . .  ~-T~ is Z,(./~). 
However, f - l [T~]={xEa: f(x)~T~}. But K is Z,+l-admissible anti therefore 
J~ ~X,-sep. It follows that f - l [Te]~ J~. It follows that T e ~J~, because 
f: f-'[T~] °~'°, T~. 
This completes the proof of Step 8. 
Now it can be shown that h has an homogeneous set of type K. Since K has the 
E,-t.p., the tree T which was constructed above has a K-branch B. It is clear that 
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tp(<B, <7- ~' B)) = K. Let g: B --~ m be defined by 
g(c~) = h(a, {3), for some {3 e B such that a <r/3. 
Since B is a btand't  of T it is clear from the definition of T that g is well 
defined. Let S~ = g- till}I, i == 0 . . . . .  n t -  1. The family (S~: i < m) partitions B into 
m sets. But tp (B)= K. It follows that 
tp(S~,)= K, for some i~/<~. 
Moreover  g[S~ = {i0}. It follows from the definiton of g that S~, is homogeneous 
for h. Hence the proof of the theorem is now complete. [ ]  
As an immediate corollary we obtain: 
Corollary 7.3, Assume n ~ 1, J~ ~PSA and cf K = co. Then the lbllowing are equi- 
valent 
(i) K is ~,,+1-admissible, 
{ii) K ---~':" (t<)]~, 
Several questions concerning definable partit ion relations of the form t<---~x 
(K)~', where m>2,  as well as the definability of the homogeneous et of a 
definable partit ion relation ar,~ further studied in [12]. 
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